Comparison of phenotyping and genotyping of lymphoid neoplasms.
Comparison of phenotyping (PT) and genotyping (GT) of lymphoid neoplasms was performed on 51 specimens including lymph nodes, bone marrows, and body fluids. PT was performed with a flow cytometer using a large monoclonal antibody panel. GT included the testing for gene rearrangements of heavy chain, kappa and lambda light chains, and T-cell receptor beta-chain genes with DNA probes. The results obtained from these two techniques were generally compatible in terms of clonality and cell lineage. Only one case of B-cell lymphoma was not diagnosed by PT but showed gene rearrangement. For T-cell lymphoma, GT offers a more definitive diagnosis than does PT. Biclonality was demonstrated in one case of hairy cell leukemia by GT only. The rearranged band also offers a definitive clonal identification based on electrophoretic mobility. GT can detect a monoclonal population as small as 5% and can be performed on old or fresh specimens. PT requires 20% abnormal cells and a fresh specimen. It is concluded that GT is superior to PT for lymphoid tumor diagnosis, but it should be reserved as a supplementary test at this stage because of its technical complexity.